**Description of Home**

This is a “Hard Hat’ tour of a nearly completed adobe home, constructed by Adam Wayne and Matt Bressler of Beyond Adobe, LLC. This is the first home in the Valley constructed with “pressed” adobe blocks created locally by Beyond Adobe LLC. The 12” walls create excellent thermal mass for stable inside temperatures; *keeping the house cool in the summer and warm in the winter - effortlessly.* The home has a “southerly orientation” and 12% glass on the south wall to passively heat the home. This 1400 sq ft home has 3 bedrooms and two bathrooms as well as two outdoor living areas. The roof is made of metal from recycled materials by Mueller. The windows are dual pane with additional solar reflective glaze to reduce the UV rays. The floors will be sautillo tiles throughout, which adds to the heat bank. Instead of a conventional septic tank, the home will utilize a “Wetlands Based” sewage treatment system. All the grey and black water will be biologically treated and recycled through the wetlands, creating a natural “backyard wildlife habitat” for the “locals.”

**Directions** to the home built by “Beyond Adobe” at 4600 Tieman Lane, Rimrock, AZ.

From Beaver Creek Road turn south on Kramer. Go through the 4 way stop and turn left at the next street, Tieman, and proceed to the third house on your left. You could view this home before or after “Casablanca” and “Casa Bonita”. All are in close proximity to each other.